Transcriptional specificity in various p53-mutant cells.
Mutation of the tumor suppressor gene p53 is the most common genetic alteration observed in human tumors. However, the relationship between the mutation point of p53 and the transcriptional specificity is not so obvious. We prepared Saos-2 cells with various mutations of p53 that are found in human tumors, and examined the resulting transcriptional alterations in the cells. Loss of function and gain of function were observed in all p53 mutants. Hot-spot mutations of p53 are frequently found in tumor cells. We compared hot-spot mutations and other mutations of p53 and found that a more than 2-fold transcription of CADPS2, PIWIL4 and TRIM9 was induced by hot spot mutations, but not by other mutations. As PIWIL4 suppresses the p16(INK4A) and ARF pathway, restraining cell growth and genomic instability, induction of PIWIL4 expression may be one reason why hot-spot mutations are frequently found in tumor cells.